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Abstract 

lntersymbol interference (ISI) and co-channel interference (CCI) are two ma

jor obstacles to high speed data transmission in wireless cellular communi

cations systems. Unlike thermal noise, their effects cannot be removed by 

increasing the signal power and are time-varying due to t.he relative motion 

between the transmitters and receivers. Space-time processing offers a signal 

processing framework to optimally integrate the spatial and temporal proper

ties of the signal for maximal signal reception and at the same time, mitigate 

t.he ISI and CCI impairments. In this thesis, we focus on the development of 

this emerging technology to combat the undesirable effects of ISI and CCL 

\Ve first develop a convenient mathematical model to parameterize the 

space-time .. mU,ltipath channel based on signal path power, directions and 

times of arrival. Starting from the continuous time-domain, we derive com

pact expressions of the vector space-time channel model that lead to the 

notion of block spact-time manifold, Under certain identifiability conditions, 

the noiseless vector-channel outputs will lie on a subspace constructed from 

a set. of basis belonging to the block space-time manifold. This is an impor

tant observation as many high resolution array processing algorithms Can be 

applied directly to estimate the multi path channel parameters. 

Next we focus on the development of semi-blind channel identification 

and equalization algorithms for fast time-varying multi path channels. Specif

ically. we develop space-time processing algorithms for wireless TDMA net-
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works that use short burst data formats with extremely short training data. 

sequences. Due t.o the latter, the estimated channel parameters are extremely 

unreliable for equalization with conventional adaptive methods. We approach 

the channel acquisition, tracking and equalization problems jointly, and ex

ploit t.he richness of the inherent structural relationship between the channel 

parameters and the data sequence by repeated use of available data through 

it for\\"ard- backward optimization procedure. This enables the fuller exploita

tion of the available data. Our simulation studies show that significant per

formance gains are achieved over conventional methods. 

In t.he final part of this thesis, we address the problem identifying and 

equalizing multi path communication channels in the presence of strong CCl. 

By considering CCI as stochasic processes, we find that temporal diversity 

can be gained by observing the channel outputs from a tapped delay line. To

gether \\"ith the assertion that the finite alphabet property of the information 

sequences can offer additional information about the channel parameters and 

the noise-plus-covariance matrix, we develop a spatial temporal algorithm, 

i/em/irE reweighting alternating minimization, to estimate the channel pa

rameters and information sequence in a weighted least squares framework. 

The proposed algorithm is robust as it does not require knowledge of the 

number of CCI nor t.heir structural information. Simulation studies demon

strate its efficacy over many reported methods. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

\Vireless communications methods and services have been actively pursued 

and adopted by people throughout the world. In the past ten years, wire

less mobile communications have experienced phenomenal growth fueled by 

a combination of noyel communications concepts and advances in signal pro

cessing, RF circuits fabrication and· VLSI technologies. Coupled with the 

liberalization of the wireless markets in many countries. wireless commu

nications systems are currently witnessing rapid growth in the number of 

users and proliferation in the range of services. Based on current trends and 

market. forecast. the number of users is expected to be more then 590 mil

lions by 2001 offering a \\'ider variety of services such as wireless computing, 

multimedia, Internet. etc. 

The radio spectrum allocation has recently been increased. However, it 

remains a limited resource. With the increasing demand for higher data rates, 

lllany wireless comlllunications systems with their present spectral efficiencies 
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are expected to be conjested to their capacities in the near future. This 

poses a major challenge for researchers and developers in wireless technology 

t.o develop novel system concepts and techniques aimed to improve spectral 

efficiency and achieve high capacity within a limited spectrum. 

The cellular concept is a major breakthrough in improving the spectral 

t"fficiency within a limited spectrum allocation. It is a system level concept 

whereby the geographical coverage area is split into cells. Instead of using 

a high power transmitter to service the whole coverage area, the coverage 

in .each cell is provided by a low power transmitter. Each cell uses a subset 

of a,·ailable channel frequencies that is different from the neighbouring cells. 

The channel frequencies are carefully allocated t.o minimize co-channel and 

adjacent channel interference. Cells that are spatially far apart can reuse 

t he channel frequencies. This notion of frequency reuse plays a key role 

t hat significantly improves the spectral efficiency of wireless communications 

systems. Recent advances such as cell splitting, sectoring and coverage zone, 

ha,·e been made in cellular design techniques to improve the capacity in the 

cellular systems. Together with multiple access techniques such as FDMA, 

TD~IA and CDMA, wireless mobile networks provide users with the ability 

to communicate with other users connected to both fixed and mobile users. 

In many wireless mobile communications systems, the radio propaga

tion channels are extremely hostile. The signal t.ravels from the transmitter 

to the receiver through a multipath channel, whereby the signal undergoes 

multi-reflections arriving at the receiver as ~ superposition of scaled and de

layed versions of the transmitted waveforms. The relative motion between 

t he transmitter, rect"iver and reflectors results in doppler shifts in the signal 
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components, hence rendering the mobile propagation channel to be time

,-arying. Depending on the transmission rates and the channel dynamics, 

t he effects of multipat.h can result in flat or frequency selective fading. The 

former results in loss of SNR while the latter results in delay spread that 

manifests as intersymbol interference (ISI). 

lntersymbol interference (ISI) and co-channel interferences (CCl) are two 

major obstacles to high speed data transmission in wireless TDMA networks. 

Geometrically, the presence of ISI and CCI reduces the noise margin. Un

der extreme conditions (e.g. non-minimum phase channels), the transmitted 

symbols become indistinguishable leading to extremely poor error perfor

mance. Unlike thermal noise, these effects cannot be removed by increasing 

t he signal power. Particularly, in an interference limited signal environment, 

increasing the signal power in one cell will increase the level of co-channel and 

. adjacent channel interferences. These effects can be mitigated and controlled 

some\\·hat by careful frequency planning and allocation. However, they u.su

ally lead to poorer cell reuse factor resulting in poorer spectral efficiency. 

1.1 Space-Time Processing for Wireless Com

munications 

_-\ promising approach to achieve substantial capacity gain in wireless cellular 

networks is the use of a multi-antenna array in the space-time processing 

frame\\"ork. By processing the received signals in the space-time framework, 

both the spatial and temporal signal properties can be optimally integrated 
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to maximize signal reception as well as to mitigate the channel impairments 

such as ISI and CCl. 

Spa.tial processing ca.n offer two leverages. Array signal processing algo

rithms such as digitial beamforming achieve directivity towards the signal of 

interest. This results in signal to noise ratio(SNR) improvement from the 

antenna gain. In addition, the spatial diversity of the antenna arrays can 

be used to discriminate and suppress multipath and co-channel interferences 

by forming nulls towards their directions of arrival. The usefulness of array 

signal processing in communication applications was recently demonstrated 

in many independent field trials [4] [.S] [6] [7]. 

The inherent temporal structure of digital communication signals can be 

exploit.ed to mitigate the effects of ISI and CCl. In general, digital commu

nications signals exhibit temporal signal properties such as cyclostationarity, 

finite alpabet, constant modulus and higher order statistics. These temporal 

signal properties can proyide deterministic and stochastic structures to iden

tit\" the channel parameters and recover the transmitted waveforms as shown 

in [:3] [20] [19] [22]. 

Processing the receh·ed signals in the space-time framework can optimally 

exploit both the spatial and temporal signal properties to maximize signal 

reception as well as to mitigate channel impairments. Recently, significant 

research effort has been focused on the development of space-time processing 

for wireless communications. In [22], spatial diYersity and cyclostationarity 

of the oversampled received signals are used in blind identification of the 

channel parameters. Space-time constant modulus and space-time higher or

der statistic approaches \I·ere studied and proposed in [19] [3]. Algorithms for 
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blind identification of multiple FIR channels were proposed in [39] [59]. These 

algorithmic approaches have been developed based on different assumptions 

and assertions 011 the signal and interference environment, temporal struc

tures and channel dynamics. 

In most engineering practices, it is not likely to develop a generic solu

tion that solves all the air-interface problems. A thorough understanding of 

the signal environment and critical analysis of the requirements of the air

interface are necessary for the development of useful space-time processing 

algorithms. The focus of this thesis is to develop space-time processing al

. gorithms for high speed data transmission in wireless TDMA networks. The 

main requirements of such algorithms are discussed next. 

1.1.1 Analysis of Requirements of Space-Time Pro

cessing Algorithms for TDMA Networks 

The applications of space-time algorithms to cellular mobile TDMA commu

nication systems are often complicated by the fact that they need to operate 

in uncertain channel em"ironments. The sources of uncertainties are due to 

t he lack of precise knowledge of the channel and interference parameters and 

their yariability with time. Broadly speaking, operating in uncertain chan

nel enyironments im"olves acquisition and tracking. Acquisition is a transient 

process where the channel parameters are estimated. Tracking is a steady 

state process wherein the statistical variations of the channel parameters are 

tracked from an accurate initial estimate of the time-varying channel para111-

eters" 
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The design of space-time algorithms for highly spectrum-efficient wireless 

TDMA networks is faced with a number of competing requirements. Good 

initial estimates of t.he channel parameters are spectrally expensive to ac

quire. It entails reserving a portion of the data sequence for non-blind chan

Il",l estimation. Due to the presence of noise, reducing the training length 

\rill result in noisier initial estimates. This can induce detection errors due 

(.0 poor tracking, particularly at the initial tracking phase. In GSM and 

IS-·5-1 standards for wireless TDMA networks, more than 15% of their time

slots are reserved for tr~ining the channel equalizer. Clearly, the spectral 

efficiency of these networks can be significantly improved if the training se· 

quence can be completely or significantly shortened while achieving reliable 

data transmission. 

If time-invariance is assumed for on time-varying channels, modelling 

errors ,,·ill be introduced. This can lead to poor sequence detection, particu

larly for rapidly time-varying channels. One way to deal with· time-variance 

is to approximate the channel by contiguous segments of a quasi-stationary 

channel. wherein each data sub-block is independently processed. This is 

suboptimal as the full information residing within the data block is not ex

ploited. Moreover, resolving the competing requirements of having large 

sub-block size and containing modelling errors remained open. 

:'I lost wireless TDMA networks use short burst data formats. For ex

ample. GSM and IS-·j4 time·slots are equivalent to 148 and 1.50 symbols, 

respectively. In addition to achieving multiple access, transmitting in time

slots of appropriate leng(.h can increase the possibility of facing fewer deep 

fades .. \5 the time·slots are extremely short, the space-time processing al-



gorithms must be data efficient and fast converging in order to combat the 

channel impairments within a very short period . 

. As remarked earlier, the price paid for frequency reuse is the introduction 

of coo. and adjacent channel interferences_ Increasing the signal power does 

1I0t hdp as the increase of signal power in one cell will increase the level of co

("hannel and adjacent channel interferences_ Hence, the space-time processing 

algorithms are expected to be robust to CCI/ ACI while achieving reliable 

data tr1\nsrnissions at relatively low SNR. 

In this development. we aim to develop the space-time processing algo

rithms for TDMA networks that: 

• achieve good channel identification and equalization with minimal num

ber of training samples ( = 2L -1, where L is the channel length), and 

a ble to rapidly converge and achieve reliable channel identification and 

equalization with burst data format « 100 symbols)_ 

• able to track and equalize low SNR « lOdB) time-varying channels 

with Ia.rge doppler sprea.d(> 300Hz). 

• achieve reliable channel identification and equalization at low signal to 

interference ratio « 7dB). 

1.2 About this Thesis 

This thesis is divided into three parts. The first part, Chapters 2 and 3, for

mulates the spa("e-time multipatl1 propagation model and derives algorithms 
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for estimating the multipath channel parameters. The second part, Chap

ter 4, addresses the problem of identifying time-varying multipath channels 

wi th extremely short training sequences. Finally, the third part in Chapter 5 

addresses the problems of identification of multi path channels and sequence 

detection in the presence of strong interferers. 

1.3 Thesis Contributions 

The main contributions made in this thesis are as follows: 

1. Introduction of a space-time channel model that reveals the underlying 

structure of the multi path propagation channel in terms of signal path 

power, directions and times of arrival. This model facilitates computer , 
simulations to examine the performance and characteristics of the pro

posed algorithms under different propagation conditions. 

2. Introduction of the notion of space-time manifold and formulation of 

t.he framework for the estimation of directions and times of arrival of 

ll1ultipath signals. 

:3. Derivation of ~Iaximum Likelihood, MUSIC and Weighted Subspace 

Fitting algorithms for estimation of directions and times of arrival of 

Illultipath signals. 

-1: Introduction to the concept of time:revei·saraild forrIlulati()nofa com:- . 

putationally and data efficient block-based semi-blind adal)tive ap

proach to least squares channel identification and sequence detection 



of time-varying multi path propagation channels. 

5. Formula.tion of a new approach to channel identification and equaliza

(.ion in the presence of strong co-channel interference. 

Parts of the original work presented in this thesis have also been published 

or currently under review at various international journals and conferences: 

L CM.S. See and C.F.N. Cowan, "Methods for Fast Blind Identification 

and Equalization of Communication Channels", IEEE International 

Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing, Munich, April 

1997. 

2. CM.S. See. "Fast and Data Efficient Approach to Blind Channel Iden

tification and Equalization", IEEE International Conference on Infor

mation, Communications and Signal Processing, Singapore, Nov., 1997. 

:3. C.:\I.S. See and C.F.N. Cowan, "A Forward Backward Approach to 

. .l.daptive Space-Time Identification and Equalization of Time-Varying 

Channels" . IEEE Intel'nationai Conference on Acoustics, Speech and 

Signal Processing, Seattle, May 1998. 

4. C.P. Chua. C.?ltS. See and A: Nehorai, "Vector-Sensor Array Process

ing for Estimating Angles and Times of Arrival of Multipath Communi

cations Channel", IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech 

and Signal Processing, Seattle, May 1998 .. 

5. C:'II.S. See and A. Nehorai, "Estimation -of Directions and Times of 

. .l.rrival of :'IIultipath Signals Using a Calibrated Space-Time Antenna 
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Array", 9'" IEEE Signal Processing Society Workshop on Statistical 

fl1'ray and Signal Processing, Oregan, Sep, 1998. 

6. C.M.S. See, A. Nehorai and C.F.N. Cowan, "Spatial Temporal Chan

nel Identification and Equalization in the presence of Strong CCI" 

(Invited Paper), :34'" Asilomm' Confel'ence on Signals, Systems and 

Computel'S, Nov. 1998. 

7. C.M.S. See and C.F.N. Cowan, "Adaptive Algorithms for Identifica

tion and Equalization of Time-Varying Channels", IEEE International 

Conference on Communications, Singapore, Nov. 1998. 

8. C.M.S. See and C.F.N. Cowan, "Adaptive Algorithms for Identification 

and Equalization of Time-Varying Channels", to appear in Proc. lEE 

Communications. 

9. C.:vr.S. See and C.F.N. Cowan, "Spatio-Temporal Channel Identifica

tion and EquaIization in the Presence of Strong Co-Channel Interfer

ence" to appear Eur. Signal Processing, Vo!. 78. 
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Chapter 2 

Vectorized Space-Time 

Channel Model for Mobile 

Communications 

Th" objective of this chapter is to formulate a convenient space time model 

for time-"arying multipath channel in wireless mobile communications. 

The original work in this chapter is threefold: 

1. formulation of a space-time channel model that is parametrized by the 

signal path power, directions and times of arrival. 

2. derivation of compact expressions for the space-time channel model and 

introducing the notion of space-time array manifold. 

:3. relating the derived space-time channel models to con~entional space

time models. 

18 



2.1 Space-Time Channel Models 

The complex representation of a linear modulated signal is given by 

00 

t,(t) = L· s;g(t -;n) (2.1) 
i;::;-oo 

where Si E n, g(t) is the signal pulse shape and n is the symbol duration .. 

2.1.1 Discrete-Source Model 

In this chapter, we develop a digital time-varying communications channel 

model by starting from the physical model. In the mobile communications 

em'ironment, the signals emanating from the transmitting antenna undergo 

transformation due to reflection, diffraction and scattering. The received 

signal in the continuous domain (eT) can be modelled mathematically by 

I 
x(t) = L ([;(t )u(t - Ti(t)) exp( -j(WTi(t) + Bi ( t))) + n( t) (2.2) 

;=0 

\I'here a;(t) and 7;(1) are the path gain and delay of the ith path. W IS 

the carrier frequency (in radians) and B;(t) is a random phase with uniform 

distribution over (0.2,,]. g(t) is the combined transmitter and receiver filter 

impulse response. I is the number of sources observable by the receiving 

system. 

Extending the eT model (2.2)to a In sensors receiving system!, we have 

I. L 

x(t) = La(B;J,Bi(t) Lg(t -ITb - T;{t))8/ + ii(t) (2.3) 
;=0 l=O 

1 The narrow band requirement of dX~BW < < 1 is assumed; where cl is the aperture of 

the antenna array, "'811' is the signal bandwidth and c is the speed of light. 
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where 

x(t) = [:rl(t) ... :r",(t)] 

ll(t) - [ndt) ... n",(t)]. 

(2.4) 

(2.5 ) 

a( 11;) is the antenna array response of signal impinging the array from Oi, 

/3;(/) is the complex gain of the it" path. L defines the finite support of the 

channel and is dependent on choice of g( t) and t.he path delays. 

Assuming the receiver samples x(t) at times t = kn \I k E Z, we have 

the following discrete-time(DT) model: 

I 

x(kn) = L a(lIi),t3i(kn)gT(O, Ti(k·Tb) )Sk + ll(kn) (2.6) 
i=O 

where 

g(t,T) = [g(1 - T) g(t - n - T)' ... g(t - (L -l)n - TW (2.7) 

(2.8) 

From (2.6), and assume fading to remain constant over the symbol period, 

the oyersampled multichannel data model can be expressed as 

I 

x(h,n) = L f3i(kn) (a(lIi) 0 GT(T;)) Sk + n(k,n) (2.9) 
;=0 

where 

(2.1O) 

(2.11) 
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(2.12) 

(2.13) 

and .If E Z is the temporal oversampling factor. The operator 0 denotes 

the kronecker product. 

Expressed in compact matrix form 

where 

U(O,T) - [U(OI, Tl) ... u(lh, TI)] 

u( Oi, Ti) = a(B;) @GT(Ti) 

(3(1) - [,81(1)" ·/wW, 

(2.14) 

(2.1.5 ) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

0= [(/1 ... BI]T and T= [Tl ... Tlf. In this thesis, we shall term u(Bi, T;) as 

the Block Space-Time Manifold. 

2.1.2 Continuous-Source Model 

The model based on (2.2) is derived based on discrete sources. Alternatively, 

t.he combined effect of multipath, local scattering and diffraction can be seen 

as a continuum in time and space. Based on this assertion, the received 

signal in the eT domain can be expressed as 

x(l)= l"'apT(I)u(I-T)exp(-j(wT+BpT(t)))dT. (2.18) 
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The relationship between (2.18) and (2.2) can be easily established from [lJ 

o/,,(t)e.1'p(-j(WT +8,,,(t))) = L a;(t)exp(-j(WT + (J;(t))). (2.19) 
Tj(t)=r 

Alt.ernatively. we can write (2.18) as 

;r(t) = c(t) 0 get) 0 L 8;8(t - in) + nIt) 
; 

£--1 

- L het - m)8; + net) 
i=O 

where 0 is the convolution operator, het) = c(t) 0 get) and 

e(t) = [" apT exp (-j(WT + (Jpr(t))) dT. 

Sampling at times t = kn, we have 

(2.20) 

(2.21 ) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

,,"here h(~) = [h(~) h(~ + Tb) .. · h(f:1 + (L - l)n)f and f:1 is the sampling 

phase. With temporal orersampling factor of M. we ha\'e 

(2.24) 

with 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

The rectorized channel model in (2.24) leads to the same matrix form as 

deri\'ed by Tong fl.al .. For multichannel receiving system, the channel model 

can be easily extended to 

(2.27) 
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where 

8= (2.28) 

Comparing (2.2i) and 2.14),the equivalence is obvious. 
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Chapter 3 

Parameter Estimation for 

Multipath Channel 

In many wireless communication networks, the signals received by the base

station suffer impairments due to multi paths and additive noise. Under cer

tain conditions. the multipath channels can be approximated and modelled 

parametrically by a finite number of path gains. direction of arrival (DOA) 

and time of arri,-al (TOA). Such parsimonious parametrization of the multi

path channels can potentially offer improved accuracy gains in the estimation 

of the multi path channel. This can result in better sequence detection per

fOrlllanCe_ Additionally, the estimated DOA and TOA can provide relevant 

information in the formulation of optimum transmit beamforming strategy 

as ,,-ell as mobile localization. 

Joint estimation of DOA and TOA of multipath signals can be. achieved 

with p,.ior knowledge of the array manifold and transmit-receive filter re-

24 
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sponse. The transmit-receive filter response can be easily obtained since 

t.he transmit and receive filter specifications can be enforced during man

ufacturing. In practice, the array manifold needs to be accurately cali

brated. This can be achieved by applying array calibration algorithms such 

as [27][29][31][:32J. 

In [10], van der Veen proposed to estimate the DOA and TOA directly 

from previously estimated channel parameter matrix using subspace fitting 

methods. This approach is later extended to space-time-polarization domain 

using vector sensor array processing[36J. These approaches however assume 

channel to remain stationary over the time-slot and require the channel to be 

estimated beforehand. In [37J, Leshman and Wax assume the multipath to be 

fully coherent and propose a maximum likelihood approach that jointly esti

mates the DOA, TOA and path gains of multipath channels in the frequency 

domain. While this approach estimates the n}ultipath parameters directly 

from the channel outputs (in frequency domain), it implicitly assumes the 

channel remained stationary over the observation period. The formulation 

in [:37J can be cumbersome as it requires the DOA, TOA and path gains of 

the muitipath channels to be estimated directly. 

The main contribution of this chapter is the development of a new ap

proach to estimate DOA and TOA of mulitpath channels. Unlike [10][37], 

the new approach does not assurne channel stationarity over the time-slot 

nor does it require a start-up sequence in each time-slot to obtain estimates 

of the channel. The proposed approach accomplishes the estimation of DOA 

and TOA of multipath channels directly from an array-of oversampled chan

nel outputs. In this chapter, we derive the Cramer-Rao lower bound and 
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formulate the maximum likelihood, weighted subspace fitting and MUSIC 

estima.tors. 

In this development, we assume the data are transmitted in data packets 

over a time·division multiple access (TDMA) network. We also assume the 

DOA and TOA of the multi path channel remain constant over a small number 

of time-slots while the fading gains are time-varying within each time-slot. 

This assumptioh is reasonable when the base-station and fast moving mobiles 

are far from each other. 

3.0.3 Data Model 

The data model of the received channel outputs is given by 

(3.1 ) 

where 

U(6,r) = [ut 111, TI) ... u( Ill, TI)] (3.2) 

u(lIi,T,) = a(lIi) I8i GT(Td (3.3) 

f3( t) = [,8I(t)··· ,81(t)f, (:3.4) 

6 - [Ill III]T (3.5 ) 

r - [TI Tlf (3.6) 

and (] denotes the kronecker product operator. The parameter estimation 

can be formulated as follows: 

Given N observations of the received vectors, estimate the parameter vector 

w = [r.r2 
"IT vecT(Re(Z)) vecT(Im(Zllt. 
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-- ------------------------

where 

z = [Z\'" ZN] 

Zi = ((3(kn) <9 h) Sk 

3.1 Estimation Methods 

(3.8) 

(:3.9 ) 

Based on the model given in (3.1), the space-time covariance matrix is given 

as follo\\"s 

(:3.10) 

where P = E (((3(kn) <9 IL)StSf({3(kn) <9 IL)H), a; is th~ noise power and 

A H denotes the conjugate transpose of A. In this chapter, we assume the 

parametrization in (3.10) to be parameter identifiable. We also assume 

n-'1> mLand U(1],r)PUH(1],r) has rank mOL where m'::; m. From (3.1), 

we note that the multipath signals lie on the span of the block space-time 

manifold. Clearly from (3.10), we can apply many existing high resolution 

alTa~' processing algorithms to estimate () and r. 

The space-time cova.riance matrix can be estimated from N time slots of 

dat a packets of length J symbols by 

(3.11 ) 

where Xi. i = l··N is the data matrix constructed from the channel vectors 

of the i,h time-slot. 
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3.1.1 Maximum Likelihood Method 

The ML estimation of 1] can be caBted as follows: 

{ij, Z} = arg 'llin IX - U( 1])ZI~ .. 
1],Z . 

(3.12) 

Applying the technique of separation of variables [12], we have 

(3.13) 

and the concentrated ML estimator of 1] is given by 

(3.14) 

where 

(3.15) 

is the orthogonal projection matrix onto the subspace span by U( 1]), and 

R= _l_ZZH 
NJ 

is the sample space-time covariance matrix. 

3.1.2 Subspace Fitting Method 

The spectral decomposition of R( 1]} takes the form 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

As E <C ",' Lxm' L is a diagonal matrix' of signal eigenvalues. The range space of 

Es E <c"Mxm'L and En E <cnMx(nM-m'L) are the signal and noise subspaces, 
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respectively. Since U(11) is full column rank and (3.10) is assumed to be 

parameter identifiable, we have the following relationships 

(3.18) 

if and only if 11' = 11. T E <em'Lxm'L is an unitary matrix. Many subspace 

based algorithms can be applied directly here to the solution of (3.18)[15J. 

Multiple Signal Classification Algorithm 

Multiple Signal Classification Algorithm (MUSIC) is one of the most pop

ular array processing algorithm dev~loped for direction finding[13J. Following 

{:3.18) and with P being full-rank, the directions and times of arrival, {O;, 7;} 

of the multipath signal can be obtained from the MUSIC DOA-TOA cost 

function 
Ilu(0,7)1I 

!MUSlC(O, 7) = IIE~u(O, 7)11" (3.19) 

Unlike conventional MUSIC algorithm, the space-time manifold, u( 0,7), is 

not described by a yector. As defined in (2.17). U(0,7) describes the space 

and time variation of the oversampled array response of a known signal, 

g(t - T), impinging the antenna array from e. 

IFrighted Subspace Fitting 

From the relationships of (3.18), the directions and times of arrival can 

be estimated by optimizing the following measure 
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where IIAllq = Tr(AQAH) and At denotes pseudo-inverse of A; W E 

([: rn' Lxm' L is a positive definite weighting matrix, The cost function in (3,21) 

is known as Weighted Subspace Fitting (WSF), The results in [14] suggest 

an appropriate choice of W to be 

(:3,22) 

where As and (721 are, respectively, the eigenvalues associated with the signal 

and noise eigenvectors, 

3.2 Numerical Examples 

Computer simulations were conducted to evaluate the ability to estimate the 

DOA and TOA of nmltipath signals by the proposed algorithms, We consider 

a six-element antenna array with four times temporal oversampling of the 

symbol rate, The carrier frequency used is lS00MHz, The data symbols 

are drawn from binary phase shift keying constellation and transmitted in 

packets of 150 symbols at GSM data rate, The modulation waveform is a 

raised cosine pulse with :35% roll-off, The multi path channel is parametrized 

by paths arriving from 91 = 20° and 92 = :300 with corresponding path 

delays of T1 = 2psec and T2 = 3f.tsec, In this study, the effective channel 

length is approximately 6Tb, The fast time-varying fading amplitudes are 

due to the mobile travelling at 300kph (doppler frequency of 500Hz) and 

assumed to be Rayleigh distributed, For each trial, we compute the sample 

space-time covariance matrix from 40 time-slots and the fading amplitudes 

are independently generated for each time-slot, The statistics computed in 
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t.his st.udy are averaged directly from 100 independent trials. 

In Figure :3.1, we examine the performance of the proposed algorithms 

over a range of SNR. As expected, the ML and the WSF method outperform 

t.he I1!l1SIC estimator. Next, we study the effects of mobile speed on the 

proposed algorithms. In Figure 3.2, the MSE of the estimated DOA and TOA 

are plotted a.s a function of mobile speed. We note that in this experimental 

setup. the speed of the mobile has little impact on the performance. It suffices 

to note that when the mobile is travelling at very high speed, the assumption 

of DOA-TOA invariance can only hold for a short period of time. We examine 

t.he performance of the proposed estimators as a function of the number of 

snapshots in Figure :3.3. The results show that the ML and WSF estimator 

achieve good performance with short integration time. 

3.3 Conclusions 

This chapter considers the parameter estimation problem for directions and 

times of arrival of multipath signals in mobile communications environmen.t. 

This is an important problem in mobile communications particularly for mo

bile localization services. survellience and in the formulation of optimum 

transmit beamforming. 

Starting from the continuous-time domain, we model the space-time mul

tipath channel as a collection of basis functions. These basis functions lie 

on a block space-time manifold. The significance of this formulation is that 

t he resulting mat hematical structure is very similar to the ones used in high 

resolution direction finding algorithms, thereby enabling many previously 
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--- -------- -- -- ---------------------

developed array processing algorithms to be applied here with minimal mod

ification. We present a maximum likelihood estimator and derived subspace 

fit:ting algorithms such as weighted subspace fitting and MUSIC estimators 

1.0 est.imate the multi path directions and times of arrival. The MUSIC es

timator offers significant computational simplicity over the WSF and ML 

estimators but compromises in estimation performance. The usefulness of 

t.he proposed approach is demonstrated with numerical examples. 
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Chapter 4 

Adaptive Algorithms for 

Channels with ISI 

Impairments 

4.1 Introduction 

The {nail} technical challenges and requirements of developing channel identi

fication and equalization algorithms for wireless mobile time-division multiple 

access (TDMA) networks using short burst data formats can be succinctly 

sunuuarized as follows: 

1. Ability to track time-varying channels. 

2. Require an extremely short or no training sequence for initiaJ channel 

estimation. 
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:3. Data efficient a.nd rapidly convergent for use with short burst data 

format. 

4. Perform adequa.tely at relatively low signal to noise ratio (SNR). 

Se\'eral families of blind channel identification and equalization algo

I'il.hms have been proposed. However, many of the current approaches may 

not be adequate for such mobile communications applications. For instance, 

a.lgori thms based on exploiting higher order statistical information in the 

channel outputs [18] [19] find limited applications in wireless mobile com

munications. This is because these algorithms generally exhibit slow conver

gence and require a large number of channel outputs to obtain good estimates 

of the higher order statistics for reliable channel equalization. 

The pioneering \\'orks of Tong et. al. [22] and Moulines et. al [2:3] have led 

t.o t he developments of several blind channel identification algorithms ba.sed 

on t he second-order cyclostationary properties of the channel outputs. In 

general. these methods achieve blind charinel equalization by solving a sys

t.em of linear equations derived from the covariance matrix of the vectorized 

channel outputs. These algorithms are block-based and offer the potential 

of fast and data efficient blind channel identification. However, their ex

plicit assumption of channel sta.tionarity renders them unsuitable for radio 

propagation channels that are rapidly time-varying!. 

1 These algorithms can still find useful applications in fast time-varying channels when 

lhe data packet is ,·err short such that the time· variation within the time-slot can be 

apprL')ximated t.o be stationary 
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-- - - - - --------------------

A conventional adaptive channel equalizer treats the acquisition and track

ing problem separately whereby tracking and equalization will commence 

when the tracking algorithm has achieved steady state. The drawback of 

this approach is that the training sequence will have to be sufficiently long 

to ensure the channel estimator reaches its steady state before the channel is 

tracked and equalized realiably. When short trailling sequence can only be 

made available due to bandwidth conservation, the detected symbols at the 

start of the equalization process will have higher probability of error due to 

the noisier channel estimates. 

In most digital communication systems, the transmitted symbols are con

strained to a finite alphabet (FA) set !l. This will in turn limit the noiseless 

channel outputs to a finite set.· The trellis relationship of channel outputs 

is determined by the state transitions of the transmitted data and the mul

tipath propagation channel. This trellis relationship not only provides· a 

useful constraint. it also shows that channel identification and equalization 

of unknown channels can be achieved optimally (in least-squares sense) by 

joint channel estimation and sequence detection .. In practice, joint chan~el 

estimation and sequence detection is difficult to implement and suboptimal 

solutions have been proposed. For example, Seshadri [20] proposed a fast 

blind trellis search algorithm based on Generalized Viterbi Algorithm (GVA) 

"'here data detection and channel estimation are performed recursively but 

separately. If G\·.\ is applied directly, a preamble is required in the time-slot 

for the channel estimator to acquire the channel parameters and reach steady 

st ate before reliable t racking and equalizati(}!1 can commence. Similar to the 

cOIn-entional adaptiw channel equalization techniques, a short preamble can 
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lead (,0 poor sequence detection performance due to noisy channel estimates. 

In this chapter, we consider the problem of semi-blind identification and 

equalization of t.ime-varying channels where only a short. training sequence 

is available. We recognize that the finite-alphabet properties of the data se

quence offer additional information to the estimation of the channel parame

ters. By exploiting this information together with the richness of the inherent 

structural relationship between channel parameters, data sequence and chan

nel ouputs, better channel identification and sequence det.ection performance 

can be expected. We use a forward-back.yard optimization pl:ocedure to ex

ploit the said structural information and constraints of the received signals. 

In the following sections. we describe the data model and propose algorithms, 

present simulation results and analyse their computational complexity. 

4.2 Data Model and Problem Formulation 

Consider an m elements antenna array where each array channel output is 

o\"ersampled by J[ times the symbol period n. The channel output vector 

can be compactly written as [22] 

( 4.1) 

"'here 

x( kTb ) 

(4.2) 
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( 4.:3) 

;"i{~'1b) and 1l.(k1b) are the channel output and observation noise of the it" 

array channel at time k1b. Sk E 11 is the transmitted symbol at k1b and L1b 

is the effective length of the time varying channel impulse response S(k1b). 

The symbol vector is given by 

(-'lA) 

Suppose the noise n(k1b) is a zero-mean Gaussian random process and P 

number or channel output vectors are received, the least squares estimation 

of the channel parameter and detection of the data sequence can be obtained 

by solving the mixed continuous-FA parameter qptimization problem: 

p 

{{§(~'1b)}f~I's} = argmin L [x(kTb) - S{k1b)Sk[~' (4.5) 
k~1 

{S(~'Tb)}f~1 are the continuous parameter and S = [SI, ... ,sP] is a Toeplitz 

matrix parametrized by 

The elements in S are constrained to the FA set 11. 

We write an equi\'alent time-reversed version of (4.5) as 

p 

(-1.6) 

{ {§r(k1b)}f~I' Sr} = arg min L [xr { ~'1b) - Sr(kTb)Srk[~ (4.7) 
k~1 

where x,.(k1b) = x{ITb) and Srk = [SI-L+1,"" SIJT. The time-reversed chan

nelmatrix Sr(kT,) is constructed by "flipping over" the rows of S(l1b). They 

are related by 

(4.8) 
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and 1= P - k + 1. [A];,j denotes the matrix element located at the it" row 

and ph column of A. Similarly, the symbol matrix 

Sr = [Sri' .• s,.p] (4.9) 

is a Toeplitz mat.rix parametrized by 

(4.10) 

Under the ideal conditions of perfect initial estimates and perfect tracking, 

the adaptive Maximum Likelihood Sequence Detection (MLSD) algorithms 

such as [20] [21] can achieve optimal channel identification and equalization. 

However, in practical radio environment where short burst data formats are 

used and multi path propagation channels are time-varying, the following 

issues need to be addressed: 

1. Good initial estimates of the channel are spectrally expensive to achieve 

as this entails reserving portion of the data sequence for non-blind 

channel estimation. Due to the presence of noise, reducing the training 

length will result in noisier initial estimates and induce errors in the 

sequence detection. 

2. When S(kT~) = S(in) for all {i,k} is imposed on time-varying chan

nels, modelling errors will appear reslllting in poorer sequence detec

tion. One can argue that the time-varying channel be approximated 

by contiguous segments of time-invariant channel where each data sub

block is independently processed. This is suboptimal as the full in

formation residing within the data block is not exploited, Moreover, 
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resolving the competing requirements of large sub-block size and con

taining modelling errors remain open. 

:3. Join"t estimation of time-varying channels and sequence detection is dif

ficult to implement. Suboptimal approaches that estimate the channel 

parameters and perform data detection recursively but separately have 

been proposed [20] [21]. In general, the decoupled optimization of the 

least squares (LS) cost function will lead to a suboptimal solution. 

4.3 Adaptive Algorithms for Least-Squares 

Space-Time Channel Identification and 

Equalization 

In this section, lI"e extend from our previous work [43]2 and propose an ap

proach that can potentially resolve the mentioned issues by processing the 

received data in batch mode and optimizing the LS cost function iteratively 

in a forll"ard-backwardmanner. 

Herein the proposed approach begins with a noisy (but of sufficient accu

racy to avoid divergence) initial channel estimate. Then it seeks to optimize 

the LS cost function alternately and recursively with respect to the channel 

parameters and data sequence. Towards the end of the forward iteration, the 

'The forward-backward optimization in [43] is lIsed to alleviate the need for known 

symbol sequence to initialize t.he Viterbi algorithm. A similar optimization pro~edure was 
" 

reported in [55] to improve the data efficiency of modulus restoral based blind equalization -

algorithms. 
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. corresponding channel parameters are likely to converge nearer the true esti

mates, and the symbol vectors will have a lower probability of error. However 

the symbol vectors at the start of the data packet will have higher probabilit.y 

of error due to the poorer channel estimation and tracking. The local min: 

ima of (4.5) is not likely to be att.ained due to a combination of errors from 

. channel estimation, tracking and sequence detection as well as suboptimal 

optimization of (4.5). In the backward iteration, (4.7) (the time reversed 

version of (4.5)) is similarly minimized based on the initial state extracted 

from the last symbol vector in S and its corresponding time-reversed channel 

estimates. The improved initial estimates can lead to more accurate estima

tion of Sand {E(kn)}f=I' Hence, with each forward-backwarcl optimization 

iteration, the residual in (4.5) will be further reduced with the improved esti

mates of Sand {E(kTb)}f=I' The cyclic refinement of the channel estimates 

and sequence detection will mono tonically decrease the LS cost function and 

finally converge to local minimum. 

The decoupled channel estimation and sequence detection process are exe

cuted recursively but separately in the following manner. The symbol vector 

at time kn is decided based on the last updated channel estimates. The 

channel estimates are then adaptively updated in a decision directed manner 

based on the latest detected symbol vectors. In traditional adaptive MLSD 

[,j6]. decision delay is necessary in Viterbi algorithm and decision feedback 

equalizer to achie,'e reliable sequence or symbol detection for decision di

rected channel update. It is important to note that such inherent delay will 

_degrade the es.timation and tracking of fast time varying channel. 

\"ext. we present t,,·o algorithms for estimating the channel parameters 
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matrix and detecting the data sequence based on the mentioned approach. 

Algorithm I 

One way to exploit the inherent Toeplitz structure of the symbol matrix S 

recursively is by applying the Viterbi algorithm (VA). The cost function in 

(·1.5) can be rewritten as 

(4.11) 

where 

·1 [I I]T ap=s_L···sp (4.12) 

is the lth possible symbol sequence. In the ideal conditions of noiseless channel 

and with perfect channel knowledge, we have 

(4.13) 

sllch that 

lopr ap = s. (4.14) . 

'Ye can write the accumulated metric of (4.11) at time k recursively as 

( 4.i5) 

,,·here the symbol ,·ectors, si and sLI' are related by 

si = [si ... sLL+r 
= [sLI ... sLLt; ( 4.16) 
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hence imposing the Toeplitz structure on the detected symbol matrix. The 

Viterbi algorithm (VA) uses the recursion relation of (4.15) and solves (4.5) 

dIiciently based on the notion that the globally best path [opt must also be , 
locally best as the symbol vectors (states) transverse from h' = 1 to k = P. 

The VA is applied assuming perfect knowledge of the channel parameter 

matrix which is not the case as the channel parameters in the problem consid

ered herein are time-varying. In addition, the channel parameters are likely 

to be noisy if they are estimated from a short training sequence. To track 

the variation of the channel parameters, they need to be updated sepa.rately 

at each time kTb based on the tentative decisions of si. In [20], Seshadri as

serts that such tentative decisions may not be reliable initially, therefore the 

paths entering each state should not be discarded. He suggests a Genera.lized 

Viterbi algorithm (GVA) that retains a number of "locally best" survivors 

entering each state and updates the channel estimates associated with each 

sun'ivor independently. A simplified version of GVA was reported in [21] 

where only one locally best survivior entering each state is retained. 

The computational complexity of employing GVA in the proposed ap

proach can become prohibitive. In this development, we adopt a simpler 

adaptive VA implementation. We propose that only one survivor associated 

with the pt" state at time k, Sk(p) E nL+l, is retained 

(4.17) 

where ef. denotes the indices of the paths entering state Sk(p) and §l(kn) 

is the estimated ch-annel parameter matrix associated with the [tll path. To 

reduce the storage and computational load further, we use a common channel 
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parameters matrix for metric computation. It is adaptively updated based 
I 

Oil the survivor with the lowest accumulated metric by the computationally 

efficient Least Mean Squares (LMS) algorithm [65] 

Expressed (4.18)·compactly in matrix form, we have 

(4.19) 

where 

( 4.20) 

SI' is the tentati"e estimate of the k'h symbol vector of path with the lowest 

accumulated metric at time k is defined by 

. [" n. = arg mm k' 
p 

(4.21 ) 

The symbol IT\' is a /.; -dimensional vector of 1 and It is the adaptation step

size. :: and 8 are the Kronecker and Hadamard matrix products, respec

t i\'ely. The time-re\'ersed version of (4.19) can be similarly derived. 

The algorithm proposed herein is summarized as follows. 

• Compute the initial estimates of S(n)(O) and derive the initial state 

s(l)(O) from the start-up sequen~e. Set [ = O . 

• Repeat 

- Optimize (4.5) by joint channel matrix estimation using (4.19) 

and sequence detection using VA. 
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Perform Time-reversal to obtain {S,(kn)(I)}f=land §~/) from 

{S(kn)(I)}f=l and §(/), respectively. 

Set 

s!.t>(O) = [ [Sf/)~"'L'l ] ( 4.22) 

where [Aj;...k.l denotes a vector consisting of the itk to ktk row 

elements in the Ith column of the matrix A and " is any element 

ill FA set. 

Optimize (4.7) by joint channel matrix estimation using the time

reversed version of (4.19) and sequence detection by VA. 

Perform time-reversal to obtain {S( kn )(1) }f=l and §(I) from {S,. (kn )(1) }f=l 

and §~/), respectively. 

- Set I = 1+1 

• Repeat until conwrgence, if possible. 

Algorithm n 

To reduce the computational load and memory requirements further, we 

replace the VA-based sequence detector with a symbol by symbol detection 

approach that partially exploits the Toeplitz structure of S [43] [44]. We 

can write the spatio-temporal channel output vectors observed through a 

temporal window of order v as 

(4.23) 
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where 

y(kn) - [X(h:n)T ... x((k -." + 1)n)Tr (4.24) 

w(kTd = [n(knl··· nW' - v + Im)~r (4.25) 

q!, = [Sk . .. Sk-L-v+2f ( 4.26) 

and CIA) is a block Toeplitz matrix of A. It suffices to note that (4.23) 

assumes the variations of channel parameters in the temporal window to be 

insignificant. This is a reasonable assumption even in rapidly time-varying 

channels if the selected l' is not too large. . 

The least-squares estimation of the channel parameters and data sequence 

becomes 

p 

{{S(kTb)}f=l' Q} = min L: Iy(kn) - C(S(kn))qd~ 
k=l 

where Q is the Toeplitz symbol matrix 

Sp 

Q= 
So 

Sp-L-v+2 

Similarly, the time-re\'ersed version of (4.27) is given by 

p 

{{Sr(kn)}f=l' Q,} = min L: IYr(kn) - C(Sr(kn))qrkl~ 
k=l 

where 
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( 4.28) 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 
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and I = P - k + I. 
The symbol- by-symbol detection can be conducted in the following man

ner. Given t.he tentative detection of the kth symbol vector 

(4.:32) 

and estimated channel matrix S(kTd, the tentative detection of the (k+ 1)th 

symbol vector is giwn by 

(4.3:3 ) 

where· 

(4.34) 

and 

( 4.35) 

The LMS channel parameters matrix update is computed as follows: 

(4.:36) 

where 

( 4.37) 

and vec(A) stacks the column vectors of A into a single column vector. The 

matrix r is a selection matrix such that rvec(A) = vec(C(A». 

The algorithm based on symbol-by-symbol detection approach of (4.34) is 

summarized as follows: 

Gi\·en a start-up sequence, compute the initial estimates of 8(n)(O) and de

riw the initial state q(l)(O). Set 1=0. 
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1. For k = 1··· P, optimize (4..5) by.joint symbol vector detection and 

chaunelmatrix estimation using (4.34) and (4.19), respectively. 

:3. Set 

( 4.38) 

where K is any element in n. 

4. For k = 1··. P, optimize (4'.7) by joint symbol vector detection and 

channel matrix estimation using (4.34) and (4.36), respectively. 

5, Perform time·reversal to obtain {B(kn)(I)}f=1 and Q(l) from {B,,(I.,T
b
)(l)}f=1 

and Q~'), respectively. 

6, Set I = 1+1 

7. Repeat (1)-(6) until convergence, if possible. 

S. Choose QC/) or Q~') based on their corresponding residuals and force it 

to be Toeplitz based on majority rule. 

4.4 Simulation Results 

In this section, we describe some simulation results from the proposed algo

rithms. We consider a two element antenna array with temporal ov~rsam
pling 2 timf's the symbol rate. The carrier frequency used is 900MHz. The 
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data symbols are drawn from f!3{ -1, 1} and transmitted at GSM data rate 

of 277kps in packets of 100 symbols each. The combined transmit and receive 

filt.er frequency response is a raised cosine with roll-off factor of 35%. We 

simulate the Rayleigh multi path environment based on the TU channel from 

(.he ETSI recommenclations[24] wit.h paths arriving with a uniform spatial 

distribution. The local spread of each path is 30 degrees. In this study, we 

restrict the channel length to L = 3 and fix l' = 3 and nff = 3. 

Figure 4.1 shows the bit error rates for the proposed Algorithms I and 

II and GVA as a function of SNR. The step-sizes used for LMS channel 

update in Algorithm I and II are 0.0025 and 0.01, respectively. The initial 

channel estimates are obtained from an extremely short training seqnence 

. of 5 symbols using direct matrix inversion. Herein, the GVA retains J( = 4 

locally best survivors entering each state. The results are averaged directly 

from 5000 independent trials. The relative speed between the transmitter 

and receiver is 300km/hr. This will induce in a doppler frequency of 250Hz. 

It is interesting to note that both Algorithm I and II have similar BER 

performance. Bl~t it suffices to note that Algorithm II has a relatively smaller 

computational and memory requirement. We also note that at error rate of 

10 -3. t he proposed algori t hms suffer a loss of 3dB against the known channel 

bound. On the other hand, GVA suffers 9dB. In other words, the proposed 

algorithms achieve a 6dB gain over GVA in this numerical example. 

Figure 4.2 compares the proposed algorithms against GVA with estimated 

and exact initial channel estimates. It is important to highlight that the BER 

performan<;e of the proposed algorithm is obtained from noisy initiaI chan

nel parameters estimated with training sequence of 5 symbols. We note in 
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Figure 4.2 that even wit.h exact initial channel estimates, GVA has BER 

floors around 10-4 • Such flooring is likely t.o result from tracking errors. 

The proposed algorithms do not seem to exhibit error flooring upto SNR 

of lOdB. In fact, the proposed algorithms achieve one order magnitude BER 

performance improvement over GVA. This suggests \Ve observe that the BER 

performance curve of the proposed algorit.hms and GVA with exact initial 

estimates crosses at .5dB. This is likely due to the fact that the sequence 

detection errors are mainly contributed by the channel noise and the noisier 

init.ial channel estimates. But when SNR> .5dB, tracking errors become the 

dormina.nt source of error. Tbe performance loss at SNR< 5dB is however 

less than :3dB. The results signify the importance of channel estimators that 

are highly robust to high level of noise. One way to achieve this is to pa

rameterize the channel parsimoniously. For example, using the knowledge of 

t he transmit and receive filter response, the "structured" channel parameter 

matrix can be formulated. Such approach was first report.ed in [57] and later 

in [63] and [64J. 

Figure 4.3 plots the BER performance of the proposed algorithms as a 

function of doppler frequency at signal to noise ratio of 7dB. Both GVA and 

the proposed algorithms are similarly initialized by a training sequence of 5 

symbols. It suffice to note that the step-sizes used to update the channel pa

rameters remain unchange. Interestingly the proposed approach using noisy 

initial channel parameters outperform the GVA with exact initial channel 

parameters over the range of doppler frequency. In particular, significant 

performance gain over GVA is observed at lower doppler frequency. However 

t he gain diminishes as the doppler frequency increases to 400Hz. The poorer 
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performance is probably due to the manifestation of the larger residual chan

nel estimation and tracking errors from suboptimal choice of update step-size. 

Nevertheless, the proposed algorithms demonstrate encouraging results and 

it will be interesting to incorporate more sophisticated adaptive algorithms 

[6.5J and dynamic channel modeling, such as [35J and [66], to improve their 

sequence detection performance in very fast time-varying channels. 

Figure 4.4 and 4.5 plot a typical example of the convergence trajectory 

of proposed algorithms and their corresponding number of erroneous sym

bol detection as a function of forward-backward iterations. It suffices to 

_ highlight that the cost function of Algorithm I and its corresponding num-
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bel' of symbol detection errors reduces monotonically with iteration number. 

Furthermore, t.he cost function after each forward(backward) optimization 

is always lower than the preceeding backward(forward) optimization. The 

monotonic reduction may not be the case for Algorithm II as the Toeplitz 

structure of the symbol matrix is not fully exploited. As illustrated in Fig

ure 4.5a, the forward iteration has a slightly higher residual compared to the 

backward iteration. Nevertheless, we observe from our computational experi

ence that this has negligible impact on the sequence estimation performance. 

Typically, both Algorithm I and II converge within 3 iterations. 

4.5 Analysis of Computational Complexity 

We analyze the relative computational complexity of GVA and proposed al
I 

gorithl1l based on the number of complex multiplications and additions and 

is denoted by (amu/, aadd). The number of computations involved for each 

LMS channel update based on (4.19) is (2mML,2mML) and (mM(L + 

1) - 1, mM(L + 1)) is required for VA metric computation. The number 

of computations involved for each LMS channel update based on (4.36) is 

(2vmM L, 2vmM L). The nlllnber of metric computations at each time in

stant by GVA and the proposed Algorithm I are J( x 2L+I and 2L+t, re

spectively. The number of channel updates required fof GVA is J( x 2L. 

(v{mM{L+ 1) -1)+2n
/l (mM(L+ 1) -1), v(mM(L+ 1 ))+2n /l (mM{L+ 1))) 

computations are required for metric update in Algorithm II. Algorithm I and 

II require only 1 channel update at each time instant. 

The total number of computations involved in GVA and the proposed 
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Algorithm I and II per symbol vector are (K x 2L+t(mM(2L + 1) -1), J( x 

2L'1-1(mM(2L + 1))), (2 L+1(mM(L + 1) -1) + 2mML,2L+l(mM(L + 1» + 
2mM L) and (v(mM(3L + 1) -1) + 2nff(mM(L + 1) -1), v(mM(3L + 1» + 

2n /J (mM(L + 1))), respectively. p is the number of forward-backward iter

ations to achieve convergence. In this study, the number of computations 

per symbol for GVA and the Algorithm I and II (p = 3) are (1728,1792), 

(1584,1680) and (1422,1488), respectiveil. 

4.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we have presented a semi-blind adaptive chamiel identifi

cation and equalization algorithm that jointly estimates the time-varying 

channel and performs sequence detection in a least squares framework. The 

simulation results are encouraging. They have demonstrated the proposed 

algorithms to be data-efficient, fast converging and capable of achieving good 

BER performance in a time-varying channel environment at relatively low 

SNR and with an extremely short training sequence. In addition, the pro

posed algorithms are computationally efficient. These features render the 

proposed algorithms to be potentially suitable for short burst data format 

communications where only extremely short training sequence can be made 

available in order to conserve bandwidth. 

3In addition to the number of computations, implementation issues like the level of 

achievable pipelining and number of non-computational operations (e.g. memory fetch, 

conditional branching) will also have to be considered for real-time applications 011 DSP. 
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Chapter 5 

Channel Equalization in the 

Presence of Strong CCI 

5.1 Introduction 

The radio propagation channels in wireless mobile communications are ex

tremely harsh. Under the constraints of limited signal bandwidth and high 

signaling rate, signals propagating through the multi path radio channels will . 

suffer impairments due to intersymbol interference (ISI). In TDMA cellular 

systems like GSM, the multipath induced ISI needs to be mitigated to achieve 

reliable sequence detection. 

The notion of frequency reuse plays a key role in the improvement of 

the spect!'al efficiency in many cellular systems. The extent of the spectral 

efficiency improvement is however limited by the frequency reuse distance 

which is determined by the tolerable radio frequency interference such as 
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co-channel interference (CCI). In addition, the choice of frequencies ill t.he 

adjacent cells is also affected by the level of t.olerable adjacent channel in

terferences (.\CI) due to the limitation of the receiver's front end filtering. 

Unlike thermal noise, the effects of CCI as well as ACI cannot be removed 

by increasing the signal power. Increasing the signal transmission power in 

one cell will result in the correspondingly increase of the CCI/ ACI level in 

the neighbouring cells. Current cellular systems mitigate and control these 

effects through careful frequency planning and allocation. 

The spectral efficiencies of current cellular systems need to be improved in 

order 1.0 med future demands driven by the increasing number of subscribers 

and the continual need to enhance the wireless services. But with limited 

bandwidth resource, increasing the signalling rate will worsen the channel 

impairments due to multi path induced ISI and the reduction of frequency 

reuse distance will increase the level of CCI/ ACI. In order to achieve the 

dpsired spectraI efficiency, it is important to develop effective algorithms to 

curtail the signal impairments due to ISI and CCI. 

This chapter a.ddresses the problem of channel identification and equaliza

tion of TDMA based digital cellular mobile communications in the presence 

of signal impairments due to ISI and CCI/ ACI. In the past few years, a 

number of algorithms have been suggested. For example in [33J [34J, the 

problem is approached from a classification perspective by exploiting the fi

nite alphabet property of the information sequence. While the assumptions 

made in their formulations are very general, these algorithms typically re

quire long training sequence, This may render them unsuitable for mobile 

communications applications where short burst formats are used. Optimum 
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diversit.y combining algorithms that mitigate the effects of ISI and CCl using 

minimum mean square criterion were suggested in [41] [42] [49]. 

With the assumption of prior knowledge of eCI parameters, Wales uses 

a superstate trellis approach to jointly estimate the data sequences of the 

signal of interest (SOl) and co'channel interference [38]. In [39] [40], space

time algorithms are proposed for the case of unknown channels. Therein, 

the SOl and eCI channels and their associated data sequences are jointly 

identified and detected. Although these algorithms provides optimal solution 

(in bit error rate sense), they require the SOl and eel to be bit-synchronous. 

Also, their receiver structures can become prohibitively complex when the 

channels are highly dispersive or when the number of dominant eCI is large. 

In [46], Bottomley and Jamal proposed a space-only maximum likelihood 

sequence detection algorithm that uses the second order statistics of the. 
I 

radio frequency interference and noise. The significance of this approach is 

that the eCl and SOl need not be synchronous nor does it require prior 

knowledge of the number of eCI and their modulation waveforms. However 

it requires the base-stations of the SOl and CCl to be time-slot synchronized. 

As pointed out in [47], this assumption can easily be met in pico- and micro 

. cellular applications. Under the ideal condition of Gaussian interference, this 

approach achieves optimal sequence detection [48] . .. 
In most applications of [46], the channel matrix and the interference+noise 

covariance matrix need to be estimated. In [47], the channel matrix is least 

square estimated from the training data without assuming the presence of 

eCL This is followed by the estimation of interference+noise covariance ma

trix based on the least squares estimated channel parameters. Under mild 
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conditions, these estimates are asymptotically unbiased. Such asymptotical 

results are lIot very useful practically as most TDMA cellular systems use 

short data format.s. When short training sequences are available in order t.o 

conserve bandwith, the estimated channel parameters and interference+noise 

cO\·aria.nce matrix (as in [47]) become highly biased in the presence of strong 

CCl. This can degrade the sequence detection performance. 

In this chapter, we propose a spatial-temporal algorithm in the spirit 

of [46J [47J [48J whereby the radio frequency interferences are considered 

as stochastic processes. Central to our approach is the recognition of the 

followillg basic ideas . 

• Temporal diversity can be gained by observing the channel outputs 

from a tapped delay line. Geometrically, the temporal diversity can be 

interpreted as the widening of the noiseless channel outputs . 

• The FA properties or discreteness of the information sequence and the 

inherent algebraic(Toeplitz) structures of the channel output vectors 

and data sequence can offer additional information to the estimation 

of the ~hannel parameters and the noise+covariance matrix. 

The chapter is organized as follows. We first present the data model, 

assumptions and the problem statement. In the next section, we describe 

the proposed algorithm based on the ideas described earlier. Simulation 

results are presented in section Ill. In section IV,we analyze the complexity 

of the proposed algorithm. Finally, section V summarizes the chapter. 



5.2 Data Model and Problem Formulation 

The 8igual received at the ith antenna of a N-element antenna array is given 

by 

Xi(t) = L hi(t - kTb)Sk + ni(t). (5.1) ,. 
where hi(t) is the combined impulse response (having finite support of length 

LTb) which includes the transmit pulse shaping, multi path radio channel and 

receiver filter. Sk is the information symbol belonging to a finite alphabet set 

n and Tb is the symbol duration. Assuming the received signal is oversampled 

Ai times of the baud ra.te and the received samples a.re collected from N

antenna, the channel output vector in presence of co-channel interference can 

be written as 

where 
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S is the channel m"trix given by 

E= 

hI (0) 

h1(itT&) 

1 ( M-lcr) 
lA ----xi -1 b 

hl(-(L-1)T&) 

11 1« -(L - 1) + it)Tb) 
(5.6) 

The term i(t) is due to the radio frequency interference term. In cellular 

communications where CCI is the dorminating RFI, we can write 

I\TCCl 

i(t) = L Gibi(f) (!i.i) 
i=l 

where G i and bi(t) are the channel matrix and symbol vector associated with 

the i,k CCL 

In this chapter, we shall assum~ the following: 

• Al: The desired and interference channel responses remain stationary 

over the time-slot. This assumption is valid in most GSM i'adio chan

nels and indoor applications. The extension to time-varying channels 

is beyond the scope of this chapter. 

• A2: The desired and interferring signals are time-slot sychnronized. 

This is a reasonable assumption, particularly in micro and picocells 

wireless applications where time-slot (not symbol) synchronized base

stations can be easily maintained. 

• A3: The signal of interest and the CCI are uncorrelated. 

• A4: The interference is a zero mean process. 
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With t.he model of (5.2) in hand, the problem considered in this chaptel 

can be succinctly stated as follows: 

"Given the sampled channel outp'at vectors collected ove7' the tim£-slot, dete7'

mine the channel pammete7's and the inf01'mation sequence." 

5.3 Proposed Channel Identification and Equal

ization Method 

ThE' spat.iai-\:E'l11porai mE'asurE'ments can be written as 

x(kn) C(S)Sk + I(knl + n(kIb) 

= C(S)Sk + w(kn) (5.8) 

where 

x(kTb) = [xT(t) .. ·xT((k - m + 1)nlr (5.9) 

Sk [S(t)"'8(t - L - m + 2W (5.10) 

I(kn) - [iT(t) ... iT((k - In + 1)nf (5.11) 

n(kTb) - [nT(kn)· .. nT((k - In + l)n)]T (5.12) 

w(kn) I(kn) + n(kn). (5.13) 

Note the C( ~) is a matrix operator that generates a block Toeplitz matrix 

from~. The advantage of utilizing spatial temporal measurements will be 

explained later in this chapter. By AI, the N-snapshots collected over the 

time-slot can be written as 

x= C(S)S+W (5.14) 
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where 

x = [x(kn)x((k+1)Tbl···x((k+N-1)n)] 

w [w(kn) w((k + 1 In)''' w((k + N - lln)]. 

(5.15) 

. (5.16) 

(5.17) 

\Ve begin by assuming the interference+noise to be zero mean Gaussian pro

cess of unknown covariance Rww. The maximum likelihood (ML) estimation 

of the channel parameter matrix S and the symbol matrix S can be achieved 

by optimizing the following likelihood functional: 

(5.18 ) 

where 

V(S,S,Rww) = Tr((C(S)S-X)HR:~,(C(S)S-X))+Nlog IRwwl. (5.19) 

As one may have noticed. the matrix structure and FA properties of the 

unknown symbol matrix offer an useful structural constraint to the prob

lem addressed here. The FA property of the transmitted data limits the 

noiseless channel outputs to a discrete set and related to the symbol ma

trix through the channel parameter matrix. The Toeplitz FA symbol ma

trix limits the transition of the symbol vectors from one time instant to 

another, hence, the transition to another noiseless channel output vector 

will also be limited to an even smaller set. The interferences may not fol

low the Gaussian statistics and the t7'ue likelihood function is not likely to 

be available in practice. Hence, the likelihood function derived in (5.18) 

can only be perceived as an approximation to the true likelihood function. 
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Geometrically, the interference and noise can be approximated to he ellip" 

soidally distributed around the noiseless channel outputs. This approxima

tion has demostrated to be useful in similar applications such as [45] [33] 

[34] [60]. In this case, the joint identification of the channel parameters and 

the detection of the data sequence can be perceived geometrically as follows: 

. Find a "valid" sequence of noiseless channel outputs (generated from the hy

pothesized channel parameter and symbol matrices) and interfel'ence+noise 

coval'iance, matl'ix that minimize the Mahalanbolis distance from the sequence 

of obSfrrul channel oldpuis rectors. 

Mathematicaliy speaking, we have 

{8, 5, Q} = argmin Tr ((X - C(S)~)HQ(X - C(S)S)) +N log IQI (5.20) 

where Q is an appropriate weighting matrix describing the ellipsoidal' dis

tribution of the interference and noise. The second term in (5.20) can be 

perceived as the "regula7'izing" term since choosing Q = 0 results in a trival 

solution. Naturally, the optimal choice of Q for Gaussian interference is 

Q=R;;;~. 

The motivation of utilizing the spatial temporal measurements is to ex

ploit the temporal diversity gain from observing the channel outputs through 

a tapped delay line. We shall illustrate this by the following example. The 

channel impulse responses of the signal of interest,SsOI, and the co-channel 

interference, SCCI, are given by 

SSOI(Z) = [0.3 0.8 0.3] (5.21 ) 
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SCCI(Z) = [0.20.9 0.5], (5.22) 

respectively. We assume the transmitted symbols are limited to the FA set 

n E {-I, I}. The Mahalanbolis distance between two channel outputs is 

defined as 

di,j = (Ci - Cj )HR;;;~( Ci - Cj) 

c(-) = C(SCCI )s(·). 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

(.5.25) 

s'-) E n",+L-l. QCCI is the level of co-channel interference. 0"; and O"~ are 

the signal and noise power, respectively. Due to the Toeplitz structure of the 

symbol matrix, the channel outputs at the next time instant, say from x( kn) 

to x( (I., + l)n), will be limited by the valid transitions of the symbol vectors, 

8k to 8k+1' For example, the transition of Sk = [1 1 1 1 If to 8k+1 will be 

limiteel to [11 1 1 If and [-1 1 1 1 If. Figure 5.1 illustrates the temporal 

diversity gain as a function of m with aCCI = 1. The normalized temporal 

di"ersity gain is defined as the ratio of distance of temporal window m with 

the distance with m = 1. We note from Figure 5.1 that with increasing m, 

the distance between the noiseless channel outputs becomes larger. However 

this is a diminishing gain. In this example, the temporal diversity gain 

dif!1inishes after III 2:: 4. Figure .5.2 plots the temporal diversity gain as a 

function of the aCCI with temporal window fixed at m = 3. It shows the 

advantage of temporal diversity in the presence of strong CCL Note that 

the gain diminishes as aCCI -+ O. This indicates that in the .absence of 

CCI, observing the channel output from a tapped delay line will not offer 
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Figure 5.1: Temporal Diversity Gain versus Temporal Window Length 

any advantage but further complicate the computational structure of the 

recelver. 

In summary, we approach the problem of joint channel identification and 

sequence detection by optimizing the likelihod function in (5.20) with the 

exploitation of temporal diversity, the inherent matrix structure and the FA 

property of the unknown symbol matrix. Central to our approach is the 

recogni tion that 

• RI: Temporal diversity can be gained from observing the channel out

puts vector ally from a tapped delay line . 

• R2: The FA property of the unknown data sequence and its inherent 

algebraic structure and relationships with the noiseless channel outputs 
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provide a powerful constraint. 

It. is important to note that many TDMA based wireless cellular communica

tions systems utilize short data format. For example, GSM and IS-54 trans

mits with time-slots approximately equivalent to 150 symbols. With short 

training sequence length, the employment of asymptotics may no longer be 

useful. The approach proposed herein can alleviate this problem by utilizing 

Ri and exploiting R2 to jointly identify the unknown channel parameter, 

interference+noise covariance and symbol matrix. In particular, the chan

nel parameter and interference+noise covariance matrix are estimated with 

data not limited to the training sequence but from the intrinstic information 

embedded entire data packet. 
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5.3.1 An Estimation Algorithm 

The likelihood function (5.18) is a highly nonlinear function of continuous 

and FA constrained parameters. Such an optimization problem can be solved 

by applying the alternating minimization (AM) procedure. Basically, AM 

minimizes the cost function by optimizing it with respect to (w.r.t) a: subset 

of the parameters while the remaining parameters, previously estimated, are 

held fixed. By cyclically minimizing w.r.t each parameter subsets, the cost 

function will monotonically decrease to a local minimum. In general, global 

convergence will depend on the choice of initial estimates. This is a widely 

used approach for optimizing highly nonlinear multi· value cost functions in 

many applications such as [52][53][54][59]. 

In this chapter, we adapt the AM concept and derive an iterative reweight

ing alternating minization (IRAM) algorithm to "olve the problem repre

sented in (.5.18). IRAM comprises of the following basic steps to estimate B, S 

and Rww. Beginning with a suitable initial estimates of Band R",,", the sym

bol matrix S is computed by optimizing 

Step 1 

§ = arg min Tr (C(S)S - X)HR;;;~(C(S)S - X)) 
Se!l<m+L-l)xN 

(5.26) 

where § is constrained as a Toeplitz matrix of finite alphabet entries. 

Step 2 Next (5.18) is updated with the estimated symbol matrix and by min

imizi'ng B w.r.t (.5.18), we have 

( 5.27) 
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where 

(5.28) 

(.)t and 0 denote pseudo-inverse and kronecker product, respectively .. vec(A) 

vectorizes A by stacking its columns into a vector and P is a full rank selec

t.ion matrix HlIch that vec(C(B)) = Pvpc(B). 

Step 3 The interference+noise covariance matrix can be updated from the 

error residual based on the latest estimates of Band S by 

w - X - C(S)§ 

Rw-w = ~WWH. (" ')'J) 
N 

.).~, 

After Step 1 and 2, § and § will converge towards, but not necessary to 

the final converged values. In Step 3, Rww is refined thereby conditioning 

I the cost functional towards better estimation of Band S. Thus. by alter

natingly minimizing (,5.18) with Step 1 and 2, and refining the cost function 

by reweighting with the interference+noise covariance matrix computed in 

Step ,'J, § and § will monotonically converge to a local minimum solution. 

A detailed discussion on the convergence is deferred to the appendix at the 

end of this chapter. 

Sequence Detection 

Symbol detection by exploiting the Toeplitz structure of S can be achieved 

with the application of the Viterbi algorithm. This can be computation

ally expensive to implement,particulariy with the spatial-temporal channel 

matrix. For example with m = 3, L = 3 and J( = 2 level signalling, the 



number of states in the trellis will amount to J(m+L-l = 32. In this chap

t.er, the Toeplitz structure of the symbol matrix is slightly relaxed. We use' 

a symbol by symbol detection approach tha.t constrains S to be pm'tially 

Toeplitz[43][44] in the following manner: 

Given the tentative detect.ion of the k'h symbol vector 

~ [~~ ]T 
Sk = Sk'" Sk-L-m+2 (5.30) 

and estimated channel matrix 8, the tentative detection of the (k + l)'h 

symbol vector is given by 

Sk+1 = [ t:b ] 
(5.31) 

where 

(5.32) 

~ [ <PI ] r - X((h' + 1)n) - s ~ . 
. <Plb 

JIb = [Sk]k-n/f+1 ... k-L-m+3,l (5,33) 

with [Ak-.k,1 denoting a vector whose elements are extracted from the I'h 

column and i,h to k'h row of the matrix A. 

Proposed Algorithm 

The proposed method is summarized as follows: 

1. The received channel output matrix and the corresponding symbol ma

trix consist of the information (of length P) and training sequence (of 

length NTr), and are given by X = [XTr XDa'a] and S = [STr SDa'a]' 



2. Based on previously estimated R,.". and SWLS, estimate SUa'a with 

constraints C2 and 3 from 

SData = arg min Tr (aHR;;;~a) 
'\ SDat<1 

a = C(SWLS)SData - X Data (5.34) 

by 

• For k = 0 ... P - 1 

• Estimate Sk+l = [JJ' JJ'dT from (5.33) with 8 = SWLS and 

• End 

3. Estimate 8 w LS from X by 

(5.3,) ) 

4. Compute 

(.5.36) 

and update 

(5.37) 

5. Repeat step 3-5 until convergence, if possible. 

The channel parameters SW LS and the interference+noise covariance can be 

initialized with its least square estimates from the training data. that assilmes 

the absence of CCI: 

vec(SWLS) = ((STr 0I)P)vec(XTr) (5.38) 

7!) 



where X Tr are the channel output vectors dup- to the training preamble STr' 

The interference+noise covariance, R,,·w, is then computed as in (5.36) and 

A similar procedure is used in [47] to estimate the channel parameters and 

the interference+noise covariance from .the training data l
• The estimates of 

8 and Rww are asymptotically unbiased. When NTr -; 00, we have 

E (SLS) = E (xst) 
- E((8S+W)St) 

S+E(WSt) =8. 

The equality results from A3 and 4 where 

- , 

(:U9) 

(5.40) 

Hence the estimated interference+noise covariance, Rww, is also asymptoti-

cally unbiased. As remarked earlier, such asymptotical results are not useful 

in many mobile applications as the time-slots of the data packets are very 

short. Hence, incorporating a long training sequence will severely limit the 

system's spectral efficiency. On the other hand, if 8 and Rww are not deter

mined accurately, the estimation errors can result in poor sequence detection. 

5.4 Simulation Examples 

We present the results of simulations in this section. We use the TU channel 

profile described in [24] and assume a two element antenna array. To illus-

'The approach used in [47J did not exploit temporal diversity 
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tt'ate the core ideas, we shall assume the data to be BPSK, n E {--·1, I}, 

transmitting at bit rate of 277kbs. The fading parameter~ are assumed to be 

independent between paths but are held con~tant over each burst. However., 

they are independently generated from burst to burst. The following param

eters are fixed unless otherwise stated. Wc set training and clata sequence 

length to be N T
' = 15 and P = 150, respectively. We assume the SOl and 

a CCI impinge the antenna array from mean direction of arrival of 0 and 60 

degrees. The multipath angles are randomly generated. We also assume that 

each signal path (angle) is angularly spread with distribution of N(O, 30) due 

(0 loca.l sca.t terers. The chanuel parameter matrix is generated based Oil the 

structured channel model described in chapter 2. The signal to noise ratio is 

lOdE. 

In Figure 5.3, we show the BER achieved by IRAM with CIR ranging , 
from -15dB to idB. Algorithms based on MM SE criterion[61], interfer-

ence ratio combining (IRC)[46] and hybrid 2-Stage approach[62] are used to 

benchmark the proposed algorithm. The results are averaged directly over 

5000 independent tdals. The performance gains of the proposed algorithm 

are encouraging. For example, at 2% raw BER, IRAM achieved 5dB gain 

over IRC. Figure .5.3 also displays the BER performance of the conventional 

Viterbi based sequence detector. It clearly demonstrates the significant per

formance loss due to the presence of CCL Note that the MMSE linear equal

izer outperforms the conventional Viterbi sequence detector over the range 

of CIR. This is due to the dominance of the CCI over ISL 

The convergence properties of the proposed algorithm are examined next. 

In Figure 5.4, we plot a typical example of the cost function, channel estima-
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tion error and the number of erroneous det.ections as a function of iterations. 

Notice the incremental improvement of the channel estimates and sequence 

detection with the number of iteratiollB. 

In Figure 5.5, we examine the BER performance of IRAM and IRC with 

exact. and estimated initialization o\"(:'r a range of CIR .. It is interesting t.o note 

that IRAM with estimated channel parameter matrix and interference+noise 

cm'ariance has similar performance compared to IRC with exact initializa

tion. It also suffices to note that significant performance can be gained 

("" 5dB) with better estimation of the channel parameters and the interfer-

ence+noise covariance matrix. 

Figure 5.6 displays the BER performance of the IRAM and IRC as a 

function of training length overhead, NTr. This graph demonstrates the 

importance of good initial estimates of the channel parameter matrix and 
I 

interference+noise covariance. We observe an order of magnitude of gain is 

achieved in IRAM ",hen the training length is 50 as compared t.o 1'i. This 

result shows that better initial estimates lead to better BER performance 

suggesting the need for more data efficient approaches of estimating these 

parameters. One approach to achieve this is to exploit possible priors like 

the modulation waveforms first proposed in [63] and later in [64]. Another ap

proach is to apply the parametric channel estimator suggested in [35][36][10]. 

If permitted at system level, the training waveforms of SOl and CCI may be 

made as orthogonal as possible to allow for better estimation of the channel 

parameter matrix and the interference+noise covariance matrix. 

Figure 5.7 shows the BER performance of the IRAM improves with the 

length of the information sequence, P. The result indicates that little im-
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provement in performance can be achieved, perhaps only when the informa

tion sequence is extremely long. In Figure 5.8, we investigate the effects of 

direction of arrival of the CCL The results show that the performance of the 

IRAM and IRC remained somewhat constant over principal quadrant. This 

may not be the case for DF-beamformer approaches. 

5.5 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we consider the problem of channel identification and equal

ization in the presence of strong CCL We propose an algorithm that iden

tifies and equalizes IS1 channels in the presence of strong multi path based 

on a least squares framework. The proposed algorithm does not require 
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knowledge of the number of interferers nor their structural information but 

requires time-slot synchronization. This requirement however can be easily 

achieved in cellular systems using small cells such as micro- and pico-cells. 

The potential performance gains suggested by the simulation results have 

been encouraging. 

5.6 Appendix: Convergence Analysis 

Let Se and Se be the solution of a local minima. Also, let S(i), S(i) and 

Q(i) denote, respectively, the estimated symbol matrix, channel matrix and 

interference+noise covariance after the ith iteration. In the next iteration, 
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we have 

and followed by 

We have 

The matrix Q(iH) is updated by 

It follows th at 

ISe - S(i)1 

< ISe - S(ill· 
(5.43) 

(5.H) 

( 5.4G) 

From (.5.44),(5.44) and (5.46), the estimated 5, § and Q by iterative reweighted 

alternating minimization will approach their corresponding converged values. 
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Chapter 6 

Summary and Conclusions 

-
6.1 Summary 

The radio spectrum is a limited resource. With the increasing demand for 

higher data rates, many wireless communications systems, with their present 

spectral efiiciencies, are expected to be conjested to their capacities in the 

near future. This presents a major challenge for researchers and developers in 

wireless technology to develop novel system concepts and techniques aimed at 

improving spectral efficiency and achieving higher capacity within a limited 

spectrum. 

The radio propagation channels in wireless mobile communications are 

extremely harsh. The signal that travels from the transmitter to the re

ceiver through a multipath channels suffers impairments due to intersymbol 

interference and co-channel interference. Intersymbol interference (ISI) and 

co-channel interferences (CCI) are two major obstacles to high speed data 
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transmis~ion in wireless TDMA networks. Unlike thermal noise, these effects 

cannot be removed by increasing the signal power. As a result of relative 

motion between th" tran8mitters and receivers, ISI and CCl become non 

stationary. 

This t.hesis is divided int.o three part.s. The first part formulates a COIl

venient model for the space-time multipath channel. Starting from the con

tinuous time domain, a vector space-time channel model parameterically de

scribed by signal path power, directions and times of arrival was developed. 

Compact expressions relating the array manifold of the antenna array and 

time ma.nifold of the modulation \yavcf'onn were derived. This developuwn( 

leads to the notion of block space-time manifold. When certain identifia

bility conditions are satisified, the noiseless vector channel outputs lie on a 

subspace constructed from a set of basis belonging to the block space-time 
I 

manifold. This is an important observation as many high resolution array 

. processing algorithms can be applied (with minimal modifications) to esti

mate the multi path channel parameters, in particularly directions and times 

of arrival. These are useful parameters in formulating optimum transmit 

beamforming strategy as well as mobile localization services. This parame

ter estimation problem was treated in Chapter 3. Vole presented a maximum 

likelihood estimator and derived subspace fitting algorithms such as weighted 

subspace fitting and MUSIC estimators to estimate the multipath directions 

and times of arrival. The MUSIC estimator offers significant computational 

simplicity over the WSF and ML e~timator, but compromises in estimation 

performance. The usefulness of the proposed approach is demo~strated with 

numerical examples. 
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The second part of this thesis deals with the problem of identification 

and equalization of time varying channels. The main technical challenges 

addressed in this chapter arc the development of channel identification and 

equalization algorithms for wireless mobile TDMA networks nsing short burst 

data formats. These technical challenges are: 

1. Ability to track the time-varying channel. 

2. Only require an extremely short or no training sequence for initial chan

nel estimation. 

:3. Data efficient and fast converging due to short burst data format. 

4. Perform adequately at relatively low SNR. 

The problem considered here is one of semi-blind identification and equaliza

tion of time-varying channels where a short training sequence is used to 

obtain the initial channel estimates. Unlike conventional adaptive chan

nel equali~ation methods, we addressed the problem of channel acquisition, 

tracking and equalization jointly. We approached the problem by exploit

ing the richness of the inherent structural relationship between channel pa

rameters and data sequence by repeated use of available data through a 

forward-backward optimization procedure. Numerical results showed that 

the proposed approach has significant performance gains over conventional 

methods. 

The final part of this thesis addressed the problem of identification and 

equalization of communications channels in the presence of strong co-channel 

interference. In chapter 5, we proposed a spatial-temporal algorithm that 
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the interference+noise were used to provide the appropriate weighting. This 

is optimal if the interference+noise statistics are Gaussian. But in practice, 

tbi5 is not likely. It is therefore interesting to examine other metrics slIch 

as lp norms as alternatives since such norms are expected to be more robust 

against non-Gaussia.nity. 
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